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1 
Abstract 

Potential introduction of HPV vaccination for the Indonesian female population would be 

highly beneficial cervical cancer-related burden reduction, especially under circumstances 

where cervical cancer screening is inadequate. The clinical and economic benefits which are 

offered by HPV vaccination for Indonesia are higher than those in developed countries, since 

considerably more cervical cancer cases will be averted. Although the implementation of 

HPV vaccination would require a large part of the Indonesian health-care budget, some 

evidence showed that HPV vaccination on top of cervical screening is considered as a cost-

effective strategy. 

Introduction 

Human Papillomaviruses (HPVs) are small non-enveloped dsDNA viruses, belonging to the 

family Papillomaviridae. More than 100 types of HPV have been identified (1,2), among 

which the high-risk types (hrHPVs) are associated with the development of skin or mucosal 

carcinoma’s (1,3-5). These hrHPV include HPV16, -18, -31, -33, -45 and -52, which may cause 

cancers of the cervix, vulva, vagina, penis, anus and the nasopharyngeal area (3,4), with 

HPV16 and -18 being responsible for approx. 70% of cervical cancer cases among women (5). 

Cervical cancer incidence and mortality rates consistently present as the second most 

common cause of cancer among women worldwide (6). Especially in developing countries, 

the burden of disease is high with HPV-associated cervical carcinoma representing about 

25% of all cancers among women. In addition, serious social and economic burdens are 

generated by HPV-related cancer (7,8). As a consequence, there is strong  incentive among 

health authorities to combat those burdens through all possible interventions, including HPV 

vaccination and screening to prevent HPV infection and progression to cancer, respectively 

(9). 

HPV prevention strategies in the Netherlands: Cervical cancer as a reference 

cases 

Cervical screening and HPV vaccination are the most successful prevention strategies for 

fighting HPV-related cancer worldwide (10–12). Many developed countries, such as the 

Netherlands, have integrated these two strategies into their health-care systems, often 

covered by national health-care insurance systems with full reimbursement of costs (13). 

Since most of the studies on cost-effectiveness of cervical cancer prevention in the 

Netherlands showed that the Incremental Cost Effectiveness Ratio (ICER) were below the 

normative cost-effectiveness threshold of €20,000 to €50,000 per QALYs, implementation of 

these preventive measures is considered that both HPV vaccination and cervical screening 

represent cost-effective strategies in the Netherlands (14–17).  

In the Netherlands, since the introduction of HPV vaccination in 2010 (12,18), the coverage 

of vaccination has been increasing up to ~60% in 2014 (18). An update of the HPV 
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vaccination practice, from a three-dose to a two-dose regimen, is currently under evaluation 

(13) since several studies have found a comparable effectiveness between two and three 

doses of vaccination for, so far, uninfected populations (19,20). Furthermore, a new 

screening method, involving detection of HPV DNA, is fully reimbursed since January 1st, 

2016 in the Netherlands. This new screening method offers higher sensitivity and is less 

invasive compared to cytological screening (21). 

HPV vaccine for developing countries, a greater prospective benefit 

Studies on the characteristics of HPV vaccination, including immunogenicity, safety, and 

efficacy with regard to prevention of HPV infection or cervical intraepithelial neoplasia (CIN) 

for both developed and developing countries generally show comparable outcomes. 

Although the efficacy of HPV vaccination on HPV-related cancer will formally be available 

only in the next few years, observations on the prevention of HPV infection and CIN are 

quite promising, as the natural history of HPV-related cancer includes HPV infection and CIN 

as prerequisite early stages (5,22,23). As 80% of cervical cancer morbidity and mortality 

occur in developing countries (24), the implementation of cervical cancer prevention 

strategies in the developing countries offers a greater benefit compared to developed 

countries. Nevertheless, unlike developed countries, many developing countries encounter 

common issues, for example, infrastructure and budgeting, with regard to the 

implementation of cervical cancer prevention strategies into their health-care systems (25). 

The implementation of health technology without valid and reliable evidence for efficacy will 

generate an inefficient use of national budget and unpredictable health outcomes. The role 

of Health Technology Assessment (HTA) in the decision-making process in most of 

developing countries has not been defined clearly. This condition could possibly be caused 

by lack of country-specific evidence and or a limited number of the expert on HTA process in 

the country. Recently, although several guidelines and or studies to support the 

implementation of some new health technology are gradually available, for example, 

guideline and findings of cervical cancer prevention (26–29), it is difficult to implement these 

evidence as national health-care policy (30,31). Therefore, strengthening the capacity of 

HTA, community control, and strong political will are required to adopt and maintain the 

transparent use of evidence into the health systems to achieve the greatest benefit of new 

health technology for society (30). 

The cervical cancer and it’s prevention in Indonesia 

With a population of more than 125 million women in 2014 (32), Indonesia is confronted 

with serious problems caused by HPV-related cancer, in particular, cervical cancer. Cervical 

cancer patients in Indonesia suffer from a significant reduction in quality of life (QoL) (33,34). 

Most of these patients also experience pain and anxiety or depression due to cervical cancer 

and/or its treatment. As the second most common cancer among women, cervical cancer 

becomes an important burden in Indonesia. With annual incidence and mortality rate of 17.3 
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1 
and 8.1 per 100,000 women in 2012, cervical cancer represents a significant burden on the 

government’s expenses on cancer treatment. In 2012, the Indonesian government spent 

more than US$ 43 million on cancer treatment, an expenditure that ranked second highest 

in the national health-care budget (35,36). This spending may be considered as an 

unnecessary loss since cervical cancer is a preventable disease and various prevention 

strategies are available, most of which are suitable for implementation in developing 

countries, including Indonesia (5,22). 

In 2008, the Indonesian government launched a national policy related to cervical cancer 

and implemented Visual Inspection with Acetic acid (VIA) as the only prevention strategy 

(37). Despite its low sensitivity, VIA is easy, and importantly, it is a low-cost strategy (21). 

Five years’ evaluation of VIA implementation showed that the results were far from 

satisfactory, as the screening coverage was low, and there were several persistent 

impediments such as low-mobility services, sub-optimally trained personnel, and lack of 

comprehensive promotion of the screening strategy (25). 

A prospective cervical cancer prevention strategies for Indonesia 

A comprehensive prevention strategy for cervical cancer offers not only clinical but also 

social and economic benefits (28). The reduction of cervical cancer-related incidence and 

mortality will lead to an improved quality of life (QoL), to improved economic productivity, 

and to a higher income for the society. In the government’s perspective, it will raise the 

national income as it will lead to an increase of the government’s revenue from taxes and a 

reduction of expenses related to cervical cancer treatment. To accomplish these favorable 

outcomes, several efforts should be made by the Indonesian government as the central 

policy maker. With respect to the existing cervical cancer screening programme (38), several 

recommendations have been made by Kim et al. (24) including (i) an increased screening 

coverage by expanding community mobilization, (ii) improvement of providers’ skills by 

implementation of continuous quality training, and (iii) strengthening of the screening 

programme management based on real-life implementation data (25).  

In terms of the introduction of new health technologies in a country, improvement of the 

QoL and the available national budget are generally important considerations for decision 

makers. Investment in new health technologies, such as - for example - HPV vaccination, will 

obviously influence the national budget especially for highly populated low- or middle-

income countries, such as Indonesia. On the other hand, the high morbidity and mortality 

caused by HPV-related cancer, especially cervical cancer, would appear to support the 

notion of a strategic intervention to prevent HPV infection and HPV-related cancer. 

Furthermore, a vaccination policy and recommendations for specific implementation of 

vaccine delivery are required. According to a national report on vaccination in Indonesia, 

vaccination coverage among children in primary school is relatively high (39). This condition 

is promising for a positive outcome if the Indonesian government were willing to integrate 
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HPV vaccination into the national health-care system, even though aspects such as vaccine 

price and, of course, the available budget remain important considerations. 

A cost-effectiveness analysis will capture the societal outcomes from the investment of HPV 

vaccination. This analysis will provide a comprehensive description of the societal benefits 

generated by the investment, as represented by the ICER. Although a guideline to perform 

health-economic studies in Indonesia is lacking, decision makers could adopt a global 

normative recommendation from the Commission on Macroeconomic in Health to answer 

the question as to whether prophylactic HPV vaccination in Indonesia would be cost-

effective (40). In particular, an ICER which is lower than 3 times the Gross Domestic Product 

(GDP) can be considered as a cost-effective intervention strategy in a specific country. With 

respect to cervical cancer prevention strategy in Indonesia, the combination of HPV 

vaccination and cervical screening offers a highly cost-effective option since the ICER of 

I$1,862 falls far below the recommended threshold for Indonesia (I$10,425) (41). 

In addition to cost-effectiveness analyses, fiscal analyses represent another “easy to 

understand argument” for the government, by providing a general impression on how health 

technology investments will influence the national budget (42–44). This method implements 

generational accounting, budget impacts and human capital models to capture all 

governments’ revenue and expenses which are affected by the implementation of the new 

health technology (44), for example, HPV vaccination, and calculates the net present value 

(NPV). Furthermore, the NPV helps decision makers to analyze the profitability of a 

projected investment, for example, HPV vaccination and cervical screening as cervical cancer 

prevention policies. In the government perspective, the implementation of HPV vaccination 

and cervical screening will considerably provide a huge amount of fiscal benefit since it will 

generate the annual revenue of I$2,031,786,000 (45) into the national account. 

Thesis objectives and outline 

As described in this introduction, implementation of HPV vaccination in Indonesia may 

potentially provide substantial benefits in terms of both clinical and economic outcomes. 

Therefore, the general objective of the study described in this thesis is to offer a framework 

for the health-economic evaluation of cervical cancer prevention strategies in Indonesia, 

referring to the Netherlands as a role model. 

Chapter 2 systematically reviews studies which explicitly implement a decision-analytic 

modeling approach for the cost-effectiveness analysis of cervical cancer prevention in the 

Netherlands, with emphasis on prophylactic HPV vaccination. Chapter 3 synthesizes the 

immunogenicity and safety profiles of HPV vaccination for a specific Asian population using a 

meta-analysis approach. A comparison is also made between sexually naive and sexually 

active populations.  
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Chapter 4 explores a number of health-economic studies on HPV vaccination specifically 

performed in the Southeast Asia (SEA) countries. Various scenarios of cervical cancer 

prevention in the SEA region are investigated.  

Chapter 5 describes the health-related quality of life (QoL) for HPV-related cancer in 

Indonesian hospitals using the EuroQol 5 dimension (EQ-5D) questionnaire. A preliminary 

study is performed to assure the validity and reliability of the questionnaire among 

Indonesian patients. 

Chapter 6 provides a general impression of the cost-effectiveness of HPV vaccination and 

cervical screening in Indonesia using a population-based Markov model. A sensitivity analysis 

is also conducted to explore important parameters for the implementation of cervical cancer 

prevention strategies in Indonesia.  

Chapter 7 evaluates the fiscal consequences of HPV vaccination and cervical screening 

implementation in Indonesia from the perspective of the government.      

Finally, Chapter 8 summarizes and discusses the main findings from the previous chapters. A 

perspective is given, policy recommendation and future studies are also discussed in this 

chapter. 
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